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 After the Higgs discovery,  theoretical arguments supporting the importance of sub-
percent Higgs coupling precision continue to grow,  especially to find hints for non-SM 
Higgs (how can we decide if it is the elementary SM Higgs or a composite state from 
a strong dynamics?)

 The physics case for future accelerators is now stronger than ever 

 An e+e- collider could help in detecting deviations not only in the Higgs couplings, 
but it will also have a  great potential on top physics precise measurements providing 
sensitivity to New Physics  
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TOP physics is an important sector of EWSB studies complementary 

to HIGGS measurements
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 The idea that remains attractive is that the Higgs boson is composite
New interactions at the TeV scale bind the Higgs constituents and are responsible for EWSB 
Compatible with a Higgs light and weakly coupled if the Higgs is a pNGB

 Compositeness of the Higgs can bring compositeness of the top quark and the 
prediction of new particles:  new fermions t’,  new vector resonances Z’,W’ 

QUESTION:   To which level of precision do we need to measure the Higgs and top 
couplings to probe the dynamics behind the EW symmetry breaking mechanism?        

Try to answer within a Composite pNGB Higgs Scenario

(c,s)L

UV IR

Randall-Sundrum construction:  the Higgs is 
localized near the IR brane, the (t,b)L doublet 
must be elementary to satisfy EWPT (Γ( Z→ 
bb)).  Then tR must be highly composite to 
provide good overlap with the Higgs vev in the 
5th dimension

To test this idea it is crucial to measure the 
Higgs couplings with high precision but also the 

L/R structure of the top EW couplings
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Deviations expected for HZZ and Hbb couplings in the 4DCHM compared with 
the relative precision expected at HL-LHC, ILC, FCC-ee

4DCHM black points:                             and  MT >800GeV, M5/3 >900GeVMZ� ∼ fgρ > 2 TeV

FCC-ee will be able to discover CHMs with a 10σ 
significance  !!

(CMS PAS B2G-15-006)

4DCHM : deconstruction of the minimal SO(5)/SO(4) 5D model, truncated to 
describe all the relevant composite degrees of freedom (DC,Redi,Tesi 1110.1613)

ILC
HL-

f

  (Barducci et al. JHEP 1309(2013)047)
 (Janot EPS Proc.1510.09056) 

f = compositeness scale
0.75 ≤ f (TeV) ≤ 1.5

gρ = strong coupling
1.5 ≤ gρ ≤ 3

scan over the 4DCHM 
fermion parameters

gHZZ

gSM

HZZ

∼
�

1− ξ

gHbb

gSM

Hbb

∼ 1− 2ξ√
1− ξ

ξ =
v2

f2
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The  potential of e+e- colliders in assessing CHMs and their finite mass 
effects is very significant also via top-quark processes

Use the 4DCHM to test the potential of the proposed e+e- colliders 
@370,500,1000 GeV in detecting PNGB Higgs models 

Extra Gauge bosons Z’ and W’ 
can be exchanged

Single Composite Higgs Boson produced via HS and VBF

(Barducci,DC,Moretti,Pruna,
1311.3305, 1504.05407)

e+

e!

!, Z, Z "

t̄

t

Ht, t" Coupling modifications + 
extra Z’ and t’ exchanges

WARNING:  the extraction of the top-
Yukawa coupling cannot simply rely on the 
rescaling of the model couplings

Zʼ/

Top pair production                      

σ(e+e− → tt̄)Total cross-section                                                                        
Forward-Backward  Asymmetry   AFB 
Single and Double Spin Asymmetries   AL ,   ALL

Observables: {

Top Yukawa coupling from                        measuremente
+
e
− → tt̄H
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(Janot, 1503.01325, EPS HEP 2015, 
WhatNext White paper of CSN1)

    Top-quark EW coupling determination 

FCC-ee: Optimal-observable analysis of lepton 
(dashed) or b-quark (continuous) angular and 
energy distributions from top-pair production 
with semi-leptonic decays

total x-section predicted with a 2% precision
warning: large QCD corr.  near threshold , 

possible underestimation of  x-section error

FCC-ee
ΔgLR/gLR<1%

ILC
ΔgL(R)/gL(R)~1(2.5)%
 

Various BSM models predict large deviations in the top EW couplings
Ex. ZtLtL, ZtRtR           = different BSM scenarios (  )       4DCHM (  )

(based on Richard 1403.2893) (Barducci, et al 1504.05407)

sensitivities:     
LHC (300 fb-1) ~ 10%, HL-LHC (3000 fb-1) ~ 5%
ILC(500GeV, 500 fb-1) < 1% with polarized beams
FCC-ee (365GeV, 2.6 ab-1) << 1%  

ILC: x-section and AFB for P(e-)=+/-80%, P(e+)=+/-30%
Assumptions: 
QCD corr. under control.  Large EW one-loop corr. 
further work is needed.  Systematics must be 
controlled to 1% level

(δσ/σ)stat ∼ 0.5%; (δAFB/AFB)stat ∼ 1.8%

(ILC-TDR 1306.6352; 
Amjad et al. 1505.06020) 

gR,L = e(FZ
1A ± FZ

1V )
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the top polarization is maximally transferred to the top decay products
 

    Top-quark EW coupling determination  at the FCC-ee

Optimal-observable analysis of lepton angular and energy distributions from top-quark 
pair production with semi-leptonic decays is used to predict the sensitivity to the EW 

top-quark couplings at FCC-ee with 365 GeV and 2.6/ab (3years)

the lack of initial polarization is compensated by the presence of non-zero final state top-quark 
polarization and by a larger integrated luminosity

tt̄ → (bW+)(b̄W−) → (bqq�)(b̄lν)

Bl = fraction of tt events with at least one semi-leptonic top decay (l=e,μ) ~44%θ =  lepton polar angle
 x = reduced lepton energy

(Grzadkowski, Hioki 0004223,  Janot 1503.01325, HEP-EPS 2015)

d2σ

dxd cos θ
∼ 3πβα2(s)

2s
Bl

�
S0(x, θ) +

8�

i=1

δif
i(x, cos θ)

�
δi = δ(A,B,C,D)V fi = fV

A,B,C,D(x, cos θ)
SM V =  Z, γ

The 8 form factors can be determined  simultaneously if the 9 distribution functions S0 and fi are linearly indep.
Ex. from a 6-parameter fit (CP-conserving only):   δF1Vγ ~ 0.1%
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 Top-quark EW coupling determination at the FCC-ee 
for a 4DCHM benchmark point

ΔgZL/gZL(%)=-2.8
ΔgZR/gZR(%)=6.2

f =1.3TeV,   gρ =1.5,  mQ=1.47TeV
MZ�

2,3,5
= 2122, 2214, 2831 GeV

ΓZ�
2,3,5

= 452, 319, 91 GeV

ΔgγL=ΔgγR=0
ΔgZL=-0.007135
ΔgZR=-0.007076

top EW couplings 
deviations

point-A

SM (blue) 
data from the 4DCHM point-A with error bars (black) 
fit to the data by adding 4 optimal observables fAZ fBZ fAγ fBγ  fixing the others to their SM values (red)

lepton angular distribution

lepton reduced 
energy  distribution

(P.Janot)
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 Top-quark EW coupling determination at the FCC-ee 
for the 4DCHM point-A

(ΔgLZ/gLZ , ΔgRZ/gRZ)

SM SM

(P.Janot)

1,2,3σ

(ΔgLγ/gLγ , ΔgRγ/gRγ)

Notice that the 4DCHM predicts no deviations of the top-quark couplings to 
the photon from the SM model ones due to the U(1)em invariance

 The deviations here extracted are also due to the Z’ 
exchanges (effective couplings)

1,2,3σ

ΔF1Vγ is more than 16σ from 0 ! 
ΔF1VZ is more than 7σ from 0
ΔF1Aγ,ΔF1AZ  are ~ compatible with 0

The result of the 4 parameter fit is: 
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d2σnoZ
�

4DCHM

dxd cos θ

d2σnoZ
�

SM

dxd cos θ

 Check:  use the distributions obtained by removing the Z’s

(S.Moretti)

ΔF1VZ is  ~ 9σ from 0
ΔF1Vγ , ΔF2VZ, ΔF2Vγ  ~ 0

no Z’

no Z’

Four parameter fit for the EW couplings:
ΔgL^Z        =  -0.00717  +/-  0.00475 (0.00102)
ΔgR^Z        =  -0.00701  +/-  0.00358 (0.00090)
ΔgL^gam    =  -0.00056  +/-  0.00225 (0.00036)
ΔgR^gam   =   0.00035  +/-  0.00201 (0.00036)

ΔgZL=-0.007135
ΔgZR=-0.007076
ΔgγL=ΔgγR=0

compare with point-A values

!!

SM

1,2,3σ

SM

1,2,3σ

The top EW coupling 4DCHM deviations are perfectly reproduced by the fit

lepton angular distribution

lepton reduced 
energy  distribution
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 Z’ dependence of the top-quark EW coupling corrections 
(determination at the FCC-ee for the 4DCHM point-A)

no Zʼ (very thin ellipses)
delta gL^Z     =  -0.00716 +/-  0.00474
delta gR^Z     =  -0.00701 +/-  0.00358
delta gL^gam =  -0.00056 +/-  0.00224
delta gR^gam =  0.00035  +/-  0.00201

only Z2 (thin ellipses)
delta gL^Z     =  -0.00802  +/- 0.00483
delta gR^Z     =  -0.01052 +/-  0.00365
delta gL^gam =  0.00095  +/-  0.00229
delta gR^gam =  0.00640  +/-  0.00205

only Z3 (thick ellipses)
delta gL^Z     =  -0.00043  +/-  0.00479
delta gR^Z     =  -0.00687  +/- 0.00362
delta gL^gam =  0.00359  +/-  0.00226
delta gR^gam =  0.00043 +/-  0.00203

all Zʼs (very thick ellipses)
delta gL^Z     =  -0.00126 +/-  0.00488
delta gR^Z     =  -0.01086 +/-  0.00368
delta gL^gam =  0.00512  +/-  0.00231
delta gR^gam =  0.00647 +/-  0.00206

γ, Z, Z �
2, Z

�
3

1,2,3σ

SM

1,2,3σ

SM

All Z’s

All Z’sonly Z’2
only Z’2

only Z’3

only Z’3

no Z’

no Z’

Both Z’2 and Z’3 are active in the top pair production (the Z’5 is poorly coupled to e+e-)

At FCC-ee with √s=365 GeV≪MZ‘  the Z’-exchanges result in 
an effective modification of the EW top couplings 

δgeffL,R ∼ δgL,R + g�L,R(
−s

M2
Z�

)A(ge, g�e, s)

where g�, g�e are the Z �tt̄ and the Z �e+e− couplings, respectively
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1,2,3σ

SM

1,2,3σ

SM

 Z’ mass dependence of the effective top-quark EW coupling 
corrections (determination at the FCC-ee for the 4DCHM point-A)

4DCHM point-A 
                                                                very thin ellipses
                                                                             thin ellipses
                                                                             thick ellipses
                                                                             very thick ellipses
                                                                             very very thick ellipses

MZ�
2(Z

�
3)

= 2122(2214)GeV = M2(3)

MZ�
2(Z

�
3)

= 1.25M2(3)

MZ�
2(Z

�
3)

= 1.5M2(3)

MZ�
2(Z

�
3)

= 2M2(3)

MZ�
2(Z

�
3)

→ ∞

δgeffL,R ∼ δgL,R + g�L,R(
−s

M2
Z�

)A(ge, g�e, s)

the precision of FCC-ee on F1Vγ
 gives 

a sensitivity to Zʼs from  CHMs  with 

masses up to 4 TeV which could have 

reasonably escaped the detection at 

the LHC
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 Comments and outlook

 VERY IMPORTANT RESULT: the effective couplings extracted  are affected by the 
dynamics of the Zʼs exchanges

 The high precision in the EW top-coupling determination of the FCC-ee allows to 
discover or exclude  “natural” configurations of CHMs with a very high statistical 
significance. 

 From the  expression of the differential x-section within the 4DCHM (as a 
representative of CHMs), we get the relation between the top effective couplings to 
photon and Z and the physical properties of the Zʼ(s): mass and couplings ( their 
determination requires the inclusion of further observables,  now under study )   

 The optimal-observable statistical analysis offers a unique possibility to disentangle 
the effects of coupling modifications (always taken into account in NP searches)  from 
Zʼs interference effects (often neglected), important also for c.o.m. energies << MZʼ

 Future e+e- machines will have a great potential for BSM indirect evidence

 Top and Higgs are a golden couple:  the effects of new TeV interactions are manifest 
in the properties of both
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BACKUP SLIDES
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M. Klute LCWS2015

ILC running scenario (H-20) up to 500GeV and 20 years of running
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Amjad et al. 1505.06020

AFB

    Full Data Set [%]               0.6          0.6          0.6          1.0         (LCWS15)      

    Top-quark EW coupling determination @ the ILC

extraction of different γ and Z couplings/form 
factors at ILC rely on      above threshold and 
e+e- polarized beams

√
s
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(Courtesy Patrick Janot, HEP-EPS 2015)

d2σ

dxd cos θ
∼ 3πβα2(s)

2s
Bl

�
S0(x, θ) +

8�

i=1

δif
i(x, cos θ)

�
δi = δ(A,B,C,D)V fi = fV

A,B,C,D(x, cos θ)

Bl = fraction of tt events with at least one semi-leptonic top decay (l=e,μ) ~44%

x = reduced lepton energy

θ =  lepton polar angle

(see also N.Foppiani talk)
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Absolute statistical uncertainties on the form factors expected at 
FCC-ee from angular and energy distributions of leptons or b-jets

    Optimal-Observable statistical analysis
The 8 form factors can be determined  simultaneously if the 9 distribution functions are linearly independent

Only the 6 CP-conserving form factors are considered F1VϒZ, F1AϒZ, F2VϒZ

The elements of the covariance matrix (the statistical uncertainties)  are derived from a likelihood 
fit to the lepton angular/energy distributions and the total event rate

(Courtesy Patrick Janot, HEP-EPS 2015)

For details see  Janot 1503:01325)

The dominant systematic uncertainty is of theoretical nature.  The derived statistical 
uncertainties on the form-factors are reliable if  σTOTth.uncert. ~ 2%  ...    a challenge 

at the  production threshold
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 Further check:  fix the photon couplings to their SM values 
the 2-parameter fit fails except for the no-Z’case   (P.Janot)

All the results are SM subtracted, so the blue line (SM) is identically 0
The markers with error bars are the expected data for the 4DCHM point-A

The red lines are the fit results

The fit is perfect by adding 4 optimal observables fAZ fBZ fAγ fBγ  
the 2-parameter fit (fixing fAγ fBγ  to their SM values)  fails except in the no-Z’ case           

➠    A bad fit  indicates the presence of one or more Zʼs 

no Z’

lepton angular distribution

lepton reduced 
energy  distribution

no Z’

2-par.fit = 4-par.fit

2-par.fit = 4-par.fit 2-par.fit 4-par.fit

4-par.fit2-par.fit 
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